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ABSTRACT
The interconnection between the events
usually described as an ersegmental

such as phonemic tones and segmental
units is studied mainly on the example
of phonological systems with laryngea—
lization and pharyngealization used as
supersegmental features in a syllable
or a word. Synchronic and diachronic
typology of prosodic systems with laryn-
gealized and pharyngealized tonemes are
discussed in connection with those pho-
netical data that give experimental sup—
port for the reconstructed historical
evolution.

The problem of the relation between
Segmental phonemes and tones in diachrcny
is of utmost importance for the correct
theoretic distinction between those as—
pects of speech sounds that are graSped
by means of phonetic equipment and the pu-
rely functional use of the same sounds.

One should stress the importance of
the Problem for the general phonology sin—
Oe many other facts too point to the in—
terconnection between the events usually
described as supersegmental (particularly
phonemic tones) and those phonetic mani—
festations that are considered mostly as
SeSmental ones, of. /I/, /2/.

In the recent studies on the tone pho-
n°108Y two results have been deduced that
may be connected with each other. First
in a lot of languages the segment inven-
tory of the syllable phonemes can influ—
ence in unforseen degree the supersegmen—
tal characteristics of the tone. From the
Point of view cf natural phonology stress-
ing (as the academician Shcherba's concep—
tion has done)the importance of the phone—
tvc substance one might speak about the phoé
3°10 ization in se arete lan es of thdse59%ufar relations ghat on thguggonetic le-

e may be discovered between

the feature voicedness—unvoicedness of
stops and the feature high-low in the ad-
joining vowel /3/. From many diachronic
consequences of this universal one might
give only one example: Verner's law may
be interpreted as the continuation of the
old differences between the high and the
low tones (and between the unvoiced and
voiced cosonants in Proto-Germanic)in the
given forms /4/ cf. the typologicalry si-
milar o sosition between /p61fi 'back'
and Ibél / 'his back' in elle (the group
Mande, Liberia), where according to Welmer
in the second form the low tone is recon-
structed that could cause voicing. In the
synchrony the causal link between super—
segmental units and the complex character
of proscdemes are found: in them the fea-
tures are phonologized that can be des—
cribed-as phonologically segmental.

Secondly it is found that phonological
oppositions cf supersegmental units - to-
nemes (or prosodemes) in a number of lan-
guages are formed by differences not only
in pitch and melody but also by some other
features: quantity (for example in some
Chinese dialects such as Shang—Khai and
Amui, in Burmese, modern Yenissey langua-
ges), intensity, laryngeslization and pha-
ryngealization etc. These features are in-
tertwined with those of pitch and melody.
That makes the notion of tone in such a
classical tone language as_Chinese much
more complicated than it had been supposed
earlier. ‘

From the point of view of general pho—
netics most understandible is the functio-
nal similarity between pitch and melody
differences and the glottal stop since the
glottalization is localized in the same
part of the vocal mechanism where the dif—
ferent types of phcnation are produced.
For the concrete understanding of these
phenomena important are the results of the
investigation of the relation between the
low tone and the voicedness of the conso—
nant which is connected with the non-ten-
seness of the vocal chords. The suggestion
according to which the itch is becoming
higher due to the growth of the tenseness
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of the vocal chords (and of the sub810t331
pressure) can be verified experimentalIY-
In th.is connection one should study the
possible link between the glottal stop and
the rising tone that had been studied
first.in "Indo-Pacific' language Kate. In
the glottal stop takes part in tone oppo—
sitidns. The causal link between rising
melody and the glottal stop was proved
long ago by studies in experimental pho-
netics. The same results are achieved in
the synchronio phonological description
of languages where this relation is given
phonological status to. In Kachari (the
Bodo subgroup of the Tibetc-Burmese, As-
sam) the glottal stop and the rising tone
are in complementary distribution. In Mix-
tec dialect of Santo Thomas Oxtepec the
tone is higher in the verbs with the se-
cond syllable beginning in a glottal stop;
in the Ayutle dialect of the same langua—
ge a similar rising of the tone takes
place in a syllable after which the glot—
tal stop follows. Particularly interest-
ing are the data of the Northern Thai dia—
lect of Tang-pa. In it the tones of the
high series (the first one and the fifth
one) and the glottal stOp are united and
are tonemically close to the initial pre-
glottalized consonants ('b, 'd, '1). One
can think that the glottal sto and the
voiced preglottalized consonan s are al—
ways similar as to their influence on the
tone: usually they do not lower it, but
they can rise it. In Ngizim (Chad subgroup
of Afroasiatic, Nigeria) the implosive
(injective) b [67that is ronounoed with
ingressive in—taking of t e air with the
closed vocal chords, does not.cause the
lowering of the tone in distinction to
other voiced cosonants. This can be relat-
ed to the data of experimental phoneticsaccording to which implosive (preglctta—lized) consonants might rise the tone mo—
re definitely than all other types of con-sonants. In this respect they are diffe-rent from the other consonants which mayusually lower the tones. From that pointof view the facts of such a Modern Indo-Aryan language as Gujarati are importantin which the implosive character of thearticulation of the voiced consonants maybe linked to the relation rising of the
pitch during the closure and the growthof the number of vibrations. It can besupposed that just such articulation may
lead to the rising of tone found in somemodern Indo-Aryan languages (particularlyin the Eastern Bengalian dialect of Dacca):? gagggctign Yithsghe implosive characternan s n 'ment of tones. ndhi) or the develop-

The universal that leads from —tence of the glottal stop to the rigifigigfthe tone may have some diachronic implica-tions. Among them most interesting is thedeve10pment of the high rising tone in La—hu (the Lolo division of the Lolo-Burmesesubgroup of Tibeto—Burmese). The Proto—Lo-

lo *—p,*-t,#-k of froto-Lclo-Burmege had
merged in agglottel stop due to the law fimt
the end stops are worn out and lose the
articulation in the mouth that can be gi-
ven parallels to from many languages, T1-
beto-Chinese aming them. Since in Lclo
(as also in Proto-Lolo—Burmese) a number
of words have initial glottal stop /?/ in
Lahu the dissimilation of the old initial
glottal stop and of the new final one do-
geloped hy merging of neutralized final
-p, -t, —k took place. This dissimilati—

on might be to a principle according to
which two glottalized stops do not occur
in the same morphs as it can be seen in
Kartwelian and some Amerindian'languagee
/5/. The final —t had developed into the
glottal stop in some Tibeto-Chinese lan-
guages in which later laryngealized (glot-
talized tones such as Chinese Zhu—Shens
and Lclo stopped tones appeared. later in
Lahu in morphemes of this type the dissi-
miDative disappearance of the glottal stop
might be seen as means uniting segmental
consonants structures and supersegmental
to e systems. The Vietnamese 5—th tone
(sac, rising) corresponds to the final /?/
in other Austro—Asiatio languages of the
group PalaunghWa. One may think that here
the phonetic events that were caused by
the glottal stop have become phonologizem
after the disappearance of the glottal
step the rising melody has become phonolo-
gically independent. According to the Viet-
namese diachronical model similar process
might be reconstructed-also for the Old
Chinese. It is supposed that in it the,r19‘
ing tone might be traced up to the glot-
tal stop. According to the theory about
the Indo-European laryngeals developing
into Balto—Slavic syllabic intonations
the rising intonation has arisen from a
lost laryngeal (a glottal stop consonant
after some interpretations). In a similar
way the disappearance of a glottal stopmight lead to a rising tone in Triqué'ao-
cording to its comparison to other Mixteo
dialects.

The inverted relation between the 81°t‘tal stop and the riSing‘melody developing
into 8 glottal stop may be supposed in 13‘
ter periods of-the history of the SameBaltic languagesz Latvian, where the in‘terrupted intonation (lauzta) has develOP‘
ed from the ancient rising (acute) one in
mobile acute paradigms with the movement
of the accent toward the old syllable be—
fore the accentuated one. A similar prosoess of developement of the interruptedintonation from an acute rising one is
found in North—Western-Ldthuanian (Zh8"maite).-In Danish the st¢d (phonetically
.3 81°ttal st0p) is traced back to an old
r%sins tone. But from the oint of view3 the Indo-European phonology it can haveeveloped from an old glottalized eoso-
nants not only in Danish hut in English

c i 'gtglects too. /fo?t/ <~a /phct'/ 'fcct'
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With'this type of synchronic'and dia-

chronic events telling about the functio-

nal line between the glottal stop and the
rising intonation one may also connect
the possibility of the use of the glottae

lization (as a part of a more complex ar—
ticulation) as means of syntactical into—
nation in those sentences particularly in-

terrogative that are usually marked by a
rising melody in many languages6 Thus in
Australian language Nyangumata glottali-

zation is used for the most art in the
end of the interrogative sen ences with
the rising intonation. .

The connection between the glottaliza—

tion and the rising melody as well as with
the quantity (in Thai, Burmese, Chinese
dialects, Yenissey an languages) might be
counted among the universals that might
find the general phonetic explanation in

mechanism of the production of the source
of the speech message. At the same time
this universal is manifested in a number

of languages either in synchronic events
or in diachronic developement at diffe—
rent levels starting from the segmental
phonemic up to the supersegmental (tone-
mic and intonational) one.

The use of laryngealization (or pharyn-
gealization) as a supersegmental feature
in a syllable or a word is functinalIy
different from its application as syntac-
tic intonational device which (eXpecially
in the final position in a sentence) is
found in several languages as in Mikasuki;
but in both cases the parallelism with the
use of pitch and melody contours is strik-
ing. One might distinguish the symmetri—
cal rosodic systems with the equal or
multgple relation of the laryngealized to—
nemes and the non-laryngealized ones and,
the asymmetric systems. In the latter one
can find empirically that laryngealiza—
tion is connected with the differential
feature of the brevity of the vowel (Shan—
Khai dialect of Chinese Burmese, the
Yenisseyan Ket dialects). Diachrcnically

the asymmetrical systems might develop
from those in which due to the neutra i-
zation the number of the tonemes in the

SMllable ending in a voiceless stop (deve-
loping later into the feature of laryngea—
lization) isyless than that of the tone-
mes in the other syllables (as in Middle
Chinese and in some Tibeto—Burmese lan-
Suages such as Atsi). For Twi, Livonian,
Sone Yenisseyan languages and for the
earliest periodes of the history of Tibe-
tc-Burmese and Chinese it appears possible
to trace the line between the development

of pharyngealized or laryngealized tone-
mes and the decrease in the differential

otentialities of the phonemic inventory:
inst as in the hiStcry of nasalization

Opposed to laryngealization in some Ian- '
Suages such as Haimu in Melanesia) the
lessening of the differential possibili—
ties of phonemic components of words is

0°mpenSated for by the expansion of su—

erse ental features. In different perio-
ges 0 history of Tibetan, Burmese and so—

me cognate languages laryngealized tonemes

cyclically reappeared. Due to that the la-
ryngealization as such persisted, but la-

ter it manifested itself in different
morphs if compared with the older epochs.
One might add that in many languages the

glottal stop should be considered as pho—
netic realization of supersegmental (pro—
sodic)feature of glottalization or laryn—
ealization stretching on the whole syl-

lable, the whole morph or the whole word.
In the languages in which tonal diffEren-

ces exist glottalizaticn and laryngealiza-

tion (as well as also pharyngealization)
are usually connected with the pitch—melo-

dy differences that build one system with

them. Many examples of such prosodic sys—

tems have been analyzed /6, 7, 8, 9A
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